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Abstract: Cosmogenic nuclides are widely used to constrain the landscape history of glaciated1

areas. At nunataks in continental polar regions with extremely arid conditions, cosmogenic2

nuclides are often the only method available to date the ice thinning history of the glacier. However,3

the amount of cosmogenic isotopes accumulated at the surface of nunataks depends not only on4

the length of time that rock has been exposed since the last deglaciation, but on the full history5

of the surface, including muon production under ice, exposure during previous interglacials,6

subaerial weathering rate, glacial erosion rate, and uplift rate of the nunatak. The NUNAtak7

Ice Thinning model (NUNAIT) simulates the cosmonuclide accumulation on vertical profiles,8

fitting the aforementioned parameters to a set of multi-isotope apparent ages from samples taken9

at different elevations over the ice-sheet surface. The NUNAIT calculator is an easy-to-use tool10

that constrains parameters that describe the geological history of a nunatak from a set of surface11

exposure ages.12
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1. Introduction14

Quantifying the changes in the thickness of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets is15

key to understand future sea-level rise (Alley et al. 2005). Cosmogenic nuclides are widely16

used for the quantification of glacial chronologies. However, the climatic interpretation17

of the existing cosmonuclide data sets requires accounting for geologic processes that18

cause apparent exposure ages on glacial landforms to differ from the age of deglaciation19

(Balco 2011).20

Nunataks, the mountains emerging from polar ice sheets, have been used as vertical21

dipsticks that record past changes in the thickness of the polar ice sheets (e.g. Stone et al.22

2003). Cosmogenic signatures at the surface of nunataks are the result of the intermittent23

exposure of the surfaces to the cosmic radiation through the glacial cycles (e.g. Stroeven24

et al. 2002), the glacial erosion (e.g. Davis et al. 1999, Stroeven et al. 2002), and the subaerial25

weathering of these surfaces (e.g. Nishiizumi et al. 1991). Therefore, the abundance of26

one or more cosmonuclides in one of these surfaces can be explained by the combination27

of multiple possible scenarios (Bierman et al. 1999).28

Stroeven et al. (2002) modeled the accumulation of 10Be and 26Al in tors. The model29

they used is based on complex exposure-burial histories forced along the ice-free/ice-30

covered conditions provided by a marine oxygen isotope δ18O proxy glacial record. In31

this model, a given δ18O cutoff value defines when the surface of the tor is exposed or32

shielded from cosmic radiation. Li et al. (2008) developed a method to solve the cutoff33

value in the marine oxygen isotope record that satisfies a set of 10Be and 26Al concentra-34

tions considering fixed values of glacial erosion and subaerial weathering. Knudsen et al.35

(2015) described a method to solve not only the δ18O cutoff value, but also the glacial36

and interglacial erosion rates from a set of multiple cosmonuclide concentrations that37

can include 10Be, 26Al, 14C and/or 21Ne data.38
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The models described by Stroeven et al. (2002), Li et al. (2008), and Knudsen et al.39

(2015) are designed to be applied on a single site, and therefore one cutoff δ18O value40

can be solved at a time. To solve the elevation of the ice surface during the glaciations,41

several samples should be used to get an elevation profile of δ18O cutoff values, which42

would allow the reconstruction of the ice sheet thickness with time. If the elevation of43

the ice surface is known, a second iteration of modeling would allow calculating how44

cosmonuclides accumulate during glacial times by reconstructing the muonic production45

cross-section under the ice sheet for any time.46

The NUNAtak Ice Thinning (NUNAIT) calculator presented here solves (1) the ele-47

vation history of the ice surface, (2) the glacial erosion rate, (3) the subaerial weathering48

rate, and (4) the nunatak uplift rate from a multi-sample (elevation profile) and multi-49

isotope (10Be, 26Al, 21Ne, 3He, 36Cl, and/or 14C) data set. The calculator does not require50

the input of production rates, as the default inputs are not cosmogenic concentrations51

but apparent surface exposure ages, and approximate muon cross sections are calculated52

using the latitude and elevation of the sampling sites.53

2. Method details54

Herewith I present a set of MATLAB® / GNU Octave© scripts that form the55

NUNAIT calculator and their mathematical descriptions. All scripts needed to run the56

NUNAIT calculator are freely accessible at https://github.com/angelrodes/NUNAIT.57

When running the script START.m, the user is asked to run the calculator or select58

previous data to display the text and output.59

If the first option is selected (Run simulation), two types of files cn be selected:60

• a .csv file containing basic input data, or61

• a .mat file containing full input data, including apparent concentrations and ap-62

parent production rates. A *_sampledata.mat is generated every time a .csv is63

processed. This allows, for example, changing the distribution of the production64

rates before running the simulations by editing the *_sampledata.mat file.65

If the second option is selected (Display results), a .mat file containing previously66

calculated data is required. This type of file is generated at the end of each fitting session67

with the same name as the input file and _model.mat.68

2.1. Input data69

Site data has to be inputted in individual comma separated files (.csv) for each70

measurement. Some examples of input files are included in the folder "Examples". The71

input file contains the following headers (first line) that we recommend are not changed:72

1. name: Sample name without spaces or symbols.73

2. lat: latitude used to calculate the muon contributions (DD).74

3. site_elv: elevation of the sample above sea level (m).75

4. isotope: mass of the cosmogenic isotope. Currently accepting 3, 10, 14, 21, 26, and76

36 for 3He, 10Be, 14C, 21Ne, 26Al, and 36Cl respectively.77

5. base_level: current elevation of the glacier at the sampling site. This is used to78

calculate the ice position through time.79

6. apparent_years: Apparent surface exposure age calculated with any cosmogenic80

calculator, any scaling scheme, and any production rate reference.81

7. dapparent_years: external uncertainty of the previous age.82

Apparent concentrations (C) are calculated from apparent surface exposure (T) ages
following Lal (1991):

C =
1
λ
·
(

1− e−λT
)

(1)

where λ is the decay constant of the isotope considered. The values of λ are stored83

in constants.m.84
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Note that concentrations described in equation 1 are scaled to site production rates.85

Therefore, they should be expressed in time units (years).86

To reduce computing time, conditional statements are avoided in the code by87

considering all cosmonuclides radioactive. To do this, stable isotopes are assigned values88

of λ corresponding to 100 times the age of the Earth. As T << 1/λ for stable isotopes,89

equation 1 results in C ' T.90

The calculated concentrations, together with the muon relative contributions de-91

scribed in sections 2.3 and 2.4, are stored in a .mat file with the same name as the92

original .csv file and the suffix _sampledata. If the user needs to change the calculated93

concentrations or relative production rates, this file can be modified and used as an input94

file.95

2.2. Climate curves96

The scripts make_climatecurves.m and make_climatecurves_ant.m generate a97

time series of δ18O values that will be used to calculate the vertical position of the glacial98

surface over the samples.99

The curves from Lisiecki and Raymo (2005) and Zachos (2001) are combined and100

scaled with NGRIP data (North Greenland Ice Core Project members 2004) or Five-core101

data (Buizert et al. 2018) in Antarctica.102

All records are arbitrarily scaled to the LR04 stack data (Lisiecki and Raymo 2005).103

As the δ18O values generated will be finally transformed into elevations by the model104

described in section 2.6, the choice of one dataset as reference is irrelevant.105

To reduce the number of calculations and the computing time while representing106

the ice changes relevant to the cosmogenic accumulation, the data is interpolated for107

ages every 10 years for the last century, every 100 years until 20 ka, every 200 years until108

50 ka, every 500 years until 100 ka, and every 1% increase for ages older than 100 ka.109

The resulting simplified curve is shown in Fig. 1.110
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Figure 1. δ18O glacial proxies. Combination of scaled δ18O curves from Lisiecki and Raymo
(2005), Zachos (2001), NGRIP (North Greenland Ice Core Project members 2004) and Buizert
et al. (2018), depicted with colours. Black lines show the simplified curves used by NUNAIT for
latitudes north (A) and south (B) of latitude 55o S.

2.3. Muon contributions111

The function muon_contribution.m generates the muon contribution and its uncer-112

tainty based on latitude (lat) and elevation (elv) for a given nuclide. If either latitude113
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or elevation is not a number, a global average is given. A single value of latitude and114

elevation is used to calculate the contribution of muons to the total surface production115

of 10Be. All other productions are scaled accordingly.116

The contribution of muons to the total surface 10Be production (Rµ(10Be)) is calcu-117

lated as:118

Pµ(10Be)
Ptotal(10Be)

=
1

100
·
(

1.29 +
lat
900

+ 1.056 · e−(
lat+1
30.31 )

2
)
·
(

0.1 + 0.9 · e
−elv
2000

)
(2)

This approximation is based on the 10Be production at 1678 sites equally distributed119

on land areas according to ETOPO1_Bed_g_geotiff.tif (Amante 2009) and calculated120

using P_mu_total_alpha1.m and stone2000.m from Balco (2017) and Balco et al. (2008)121

respectively. The fitting of this approximation is shown in figure 2. This formula fits the122

original data within a 5% standard deviation.123
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Figure 2. 10Be and 26Al surface muon contributions. A. Percentage of 10Be muon production
rates with respect to the total muon production rate generated using P_mu_total_alpha1.m (Balco
2017) for 1678 land sites, and the approximation calculated using equation 2 for the same sites. B
and C. Share of 10Be and 26Al fast muon production with respect to the total muon production at
the surface. D. Ratio between the 26Al and the 10Be muon shares.

Considering that P_mu_total_alpha1.m fits the empirical data available within a124

∼5% and a ∼13% for the 10Be and 26Al muon production rates respectively (Balco 2017),125

the uncertainty of the calculated muon contributions based on equation 2 should be at126

least a 7% for 10Be and 14% for 26Al.127

The calculation of the muon contributions for other nuclides are based on the128

following ratios:129

• Rµ(26 Al)/Rµ(10Be) = 1.4587. See Fig. 2.130

• Rµ(36Cl)/Rµ(10Be) = 3.2720, according to Heisinger and Nolte (2000).131

• Rµ(21Ne)/Rµ(10Be) = 4.086, according to Balco and Shuster (2009).132

• Rµ(3He)/Rµ(10Be) = 1, consistent with Blard et al. (2013).133

• Rµ(14C)/Rµ(10Be) = 8.2767, according to Heisinger and Nolte (2000).134

As the uncertainties of these ratios are unknown, this script assigns a conservative135

20% uncertainty for muon contributions calculated using equation 2.136

All these data can be changed in the file constants.m.137
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2.4. Muon cross sections138

To simulate production under ice and rock surfaces, the muon production was139

approximated as three exponential functions of depth (Granger and Smith 2000). 1678140

10Be and 26Al muon production rates generated using P_mu_total_alpha1.m (Balco141

2017) were analysed to fit three exponential decays with attenuation lengths of 850, 5000,142

and 500 g cm−2(Fig. 3). These attenuation lengths correspond to 75% of the fast muon,143

25% of the fast muon, and the negative muon productions at the surface respectively.144
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Figure 3. 10Be muon cross sections. Fast and negative muon production rates scaled to
surface values calculated using P_mu_total_alpha1.m (Balco 2017), for 1678 land sites from
ETOPO1_Bed_g_geotiff.tif (Amante 2009), and random depths between 0 and 100 m below the
surface (blue dots). Red lines represent the exponential decay approximations used in this work.

The share of surface fast muon production with respect to the total muon production145

(Pµ f ast/Pµtotal) considered for each isotope is:146

• 10Be: Pµ f ast/Pµtotal = 0.32069. See Fig. 2147

• 26Al: Pµ f ast/Pµtotal = 0.22282. See Fig. 2148

• 36Cl: Pµ f ast/Pµtotal = 0.0620, according to Heisinger and Nolte (2000).149

• 21Ne: Pµ f ast/Pµtotal = 1, according to Balco and Shuster (2009).150

• 3He: Pµ f ast/Pµtotal = 0.32069, consistent with Blard et al. (2013).151

• 14C: Pµ f ast/Pµtotal = 0.0672, according to Heisinger and Nolte (2000).152

The uncertainties of these approximations are within the uncertainties described in153

section 2.3 for 10Be and 26Al.154

All these data can be changed in the file constants.m.155

2.5. Densities156

A density of ρice = 0.917 g cm−3 is considered for ice (Harvey 2019), and a density157

of ρ = 2.69 cm−3 for bedrock.158

2.6. Nunatak accumulation model159

The nunatak accumulation model (nuna_model.m) considers the depth of the sam-
ple under the bedrock surface (z) and the thickness of the ice on top of the surface (zice)
based on the input conditions (weathering w, glacial erosion rate, and maximum and
current ice levels) for each time range (∆t) defined by the climate curve and for each
sample. The model concentration is calculated as:

Ci =
P

λ + w · ρ/Λ
· e−(z·ρ+zice ·ρice)/Λ ·

(
1− e−∆t·(λ+w·ρ/Λ)

)
· e−λ·t (3)

where P is the production rate considered (spallation and each of the muon types),160

Λ is the attenuation length for the production rate considered, λ is the decay constant of161
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the nuclide, and t is the age corresponding to the end of the time range defined by the162

climate curves.163

The final concentration for each sample Cmodel is calculated by adding all the Ci for164

all production types and time ranges.165

The effect of the glacial erosion rate is ignored inside each time range (∆t), as usually166

Ci is much more sensitive to zice than to the change in position of the sample under the167

bedrock surface due to glacial erosion during ice-covered periods.168

2.7. Model fitting169

The fitting of the model described in section 2.6 is performed by the script170

fit_nuna_model.m.171

The script asks the user to set maximum and minimum values for the parameters172

to be fitted: ice-free weathering rate, glacial erosion rate, ice-thinning since maximum173

glacier extension, deviation of the current ice surface, and uplift rate. As weathering and174

erosion rates are simulated in logarithmic space, minimum values of 0.1 mm/Ma are175

assumed.176

It also allows changing the fit type. With a value of 0, the script will try to fit the177

model to the data normally. With a value of 1, models with concentrations below the178

sample concentrations will be ignored. With a value of 2, models with concentrations179

above the sample concentrations will be ignored. And a value of 3 is used to represent180

the models within the stated parameter limits ignoring the sample concentrations. If fit181

type 3 is used, the script assumes that all generated models fit the data.182

The script selects the climate reference based on the average latitude of the samples.183

The Antarctic curves described in section 2.2 are used for latitudes south of 55oS.184

The degrees of freedom (ν) are calculated by subtracting the number of parameters185

with an initial range greater than 0, from the number of data in the input file (section186

2.1). A minimum ν of 1 is always considered.187

The script calculates concentrations corresponding to the sample positions for ran-188

dom parameter values between the parameter limits. Randomisation of the weathering189

and erosion rate values is performed logarithmically. A combination of random parame-190

ter values is computed in each iteration. The goodness of fit is defined by the chi-squared191

function:192

χ2 =
n

∑
i=1

 Cmodel − Ci√
σ2

Cmodel
+ σ2

Ci

2

(4)

where Ci and σCi are the sample concentrations and their uncertainties derived from193

the apparent surface exposure ages (section 2.1), Cmodel are the model concentrations194

corresponding to sample i (section 2.6), σCmodel is the model uncertainty corresponding to195

the uncertainty of the muon produced concentration (section 2.3) plus the minimum age196

spacing of the climate data (10 years, as described in section 2.2).197

Models fitting the data within 1σ confidence level are defined by the ones with198

χ2 ≤ χ2
min. + ν, and models fitting the data within 2σ confidence level are defined199

by the ones with χ2 ≤ χ2
min. + 2 · ν. Note that these formulas do not fully represent200

the chi-square distribution described in Rodés et al. (2011, section 2.2.1). The method201

described in Rodés et al. (2011) often yields infinite values when computing maximum202

fitting values (χ2
max.) for poor fittings and high ν. The formula χ2

max. = χ2
min. + n · ν is an203

approximation to the method described by Avni (1976) for high degrees of freedom.204

After a learning cycle of 3000 iterations (consts.minmodelstoconverge in constants.m),205

the limits of the randomised parameters start converging. Initially, the new limits con-206

verge to the models fitting the data within 2σ confidence level, and within 1σ confidence207

level for the last 1/3 of the total iterations. If the number of models fitting the data208

within this confidence level is lower than nconv, this confidence range is increased to209

4σ, 8σ, 16σ, etc. nconv is initially equal to the desired fitting models and decreases ex-210
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ponentially with time. The new parameter limits are calculated every 100 iterations211

(consts.convergencestep in constants.m) from the models fitting the desired confi-212

dence level and expanded a 10% of the range to avoid missing fitting values at the limits213

of the 1σ range.214

The script runs iterations until one of the following conditions are met:215

• The simulations reach the maximum number of models to calculate:216

consts.maxnmodels = 50000 in constants.m.217

• There are more than the desired fitting models that fit the data within 1σ confidence218

level:219

consts.targetnmodelsonesigma = 300 in constants.m.220

To represent the results as probability density distributions of the parameters, the221

relative probability corresponding to each model is calculated as:222

P(χ2) ∝
√

ν

χ2 · e
χ2/(2·ν) (5)

which has a similar shape as the cumulative distribution function of the chi-square223

distribution, but can be computed avoiding zeros for high values of χ2 and ν.224

Finally, a set of fake samples covering a wide range of altitudes and all the fitted225

nuclides are generated. The parameter values of the models fitting the original data226

within 1σ confidence level are used to generate altitudinal concentration profiles within227

the fake sample’s data. Maximum and minimum concentration profiles are generated228

and used to plot the scatter of the fitting models.229

2.8. Data representation230

A summary of the results is outputted in the command window by the script231

display_results.m.232

Three figures are generated by plot_results.m as graphical output:233

• The probability distribution of the models for each of the parameters.234

• A representation of the ice surface evolution and the altitudinal trajectories of the235

samples (if no uplift rate is considered, these will be horizontal lines). Uncertainties236

corresponding to all 1σ models are also represented.237

• Altitudinal profiles of the apparent exposure ages for all 1σ models and all nuclides,238

and the actual apparent exposure ages of the samples (model vs. data).239

An example of the full graphical output generated by the NUNAIT calculator is240

shown in Fig. 6.241

3. Examples242

Two natural examples of input files are included in the folder "Examples". Inputs243

can be generated from new or published data. Data from published data can be easily244

generated from the ICE-D: ANTARCTICA database (Balco 2020, http://antarctica.i245

ce-d.org ), that compiles a large number of cosmogenic data sets, including updated246

exposure ages, organized by sites. The only data required by the NUNAIT calculator247

that is missing in the ICE-D database is the current elevation of the ice surface. This248

value could be easily guessed by checking the lowest sampling site in the set, which249

often coincides with the ice surface.250

3.1. Marble Hills251

Marrero et al. (2018) reported the first cosmogenic nuclide-derived erosion rates252

for carbonate rocks in Antarctica. Erosion rates were derived from carbonate bedrock253

samples at the Marble Hills field site (Ellsworth Mountains). I generated the exposure254

ages required by the NUNAIT calculator using the CRONUS online calculators (Marrero255

et al. 2016) with the data included in Marrero et al. (2018, Appendix A).256
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In the original paper, Marrero et al. (2018) calculated an apparent 36Cl erosion rate of257

0.22± 0.02 mm/ka form the samples above the elevation of ∼ 550 m above the present258

ice-surface, and apparent 36Cl erosion rates > 4 mm/ka at lower elevations. Marrero259

et al. (2018) interpreted that samples below 550 m over the present ice surface require260

complex exposure-burial histories to explain their composition.261

Figure 4. Marble Hills NUNAIT results. Results of fitting the NUNAIT model to Marble Hills’
data. Right graph: data is depicted in red and the models fitting the data within 1σ confidence
level are plotted in blue. The best-fitting model, with a reduced chi-square value of 7.2, is shown
as a black line. Left graphs: probability distribution of the tested parameters.

As shown in Fig. 4, the NUNAIT calculator predicts a subaerial weathering rate262

between 0.52 and 0.84, 2 to 4 times higher than the one calculated by Marrero et al. (263

2018), a glacial erosion rate below 37 mm/ka, concordant with the cold-based glacial264

processes expected in Marble Hills, and a maximum ice extension of 176-232 m above265

the present ice surface. These results suggest that the data from samples above 232 m266

could be compatible with simple exposure conditions, and the scatter of these data could267

be explained by inhomogeneous weathering ratios of the continuously exposed surfaces.268

Figure 5. Marble Hills NUNAIT results using fit type 1. A reduced chi-square value of 23 was
obtained for the best fitting model. Note that when using fit type 1, models producing apparent
exposure ages shorter than sample data are discarded. This results in no data being shown above
a certain threshold in the first two graphs on the left column (ice-thinning and weathering plots).

The fit type 1 was used to constraint the minimum weathering rate that is compat-269

ible with this data (Fig. 5), implicitly assuming that faster apparent weathering rates270

due to different lithologies, slopes, etc. can produce shorter apparent exposure ages in271

some surfaces. A (minimum) subaerial weathering rate between 0.19 and 0.21 m/Ma272
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was obtained using this setup. These values agree with the value of 0.22± 0.02 mm/ka273

obtained by Marrero et al. (2018).274

3.2. Mount Hope275

The longest nunatak elevation profile showing a wide range of cosmogenic isotope276

exposure ages in the ICE-D ANTARCTICA database is probably the site HOPE (Mt.277

Hope, Beardmore Glacier, Southern Ross Sea). Samples from the HOPE site appear in278

Spector et al. (2017) and Spector (2018). The data set contain 10Be, 26Al, 21Ne, 3He, and279

14C exposure ages.280

According to Spector et al. (2017), Mt. Hope (836 m) remained ice-covered until281

14.4± 0.5 ka. Several kilometres upstream from this position, two lateral moraines at282

1050 and 1200 m mark the maximum elevation of ice during the Last Glacial Maximum.283

Figure 6. Full graphical output of the NUNAIT calculator for Mt. Hope dataset. Left graphs
show the probability distribution of the fitting parameters. The top right graph shows the evolution
of the ice surface and the position of the samples according to the model best fit and one sigma
results. Graphs in the bottom right of the figure show the best model and the models fitting the
data within 1σ, and the sample exposure ages. The best fit yielded a reduced chi-square value of
78.7.

Using only the cosmogenic exposure ages from the bedrock at Mt. Hope, the284

NUNAIT calculator yields a maximum elevation of ice during the Last Glacial Maximum285

of ∼ 1065 m above sea level (Fig. 6), which seems to be in good agreement with the286

position of the lateral moraines described by Spector et al. (2017).287

Fig. 6 shows that the optimum fit of the NUNAIT model mimics the distribution of288

the data for each isotope, but does not fit well the ratios between isotope data.289

As for the Marble Hills’ data, the NUNAIT model fits this data set for very low290

weathering and glacial erosion rates and predicts a maximum uplift rate of 15 m/Ma.291

4. Discussion and conclusions292

The NUNAIT and previous models described by Stroeven et al. (2002), Li et al. (293

2008), and Knudsen et al. (2015) are based on the same principle: using a climate proxy294

(δ18O record) to solve complex exposure-burial histories that fit the surface cosmogenic295

nuclide data. Previous models focused on solving the problem for sets of multiple296

isotope data from single samples. The method presented here focuses on solving the297

same problem but considering data from all the sampled sites on the nunatak, and298

yielding results that are consistent with the whole dataset. Thus, the results obtained299

using the NUNAIT calculator are expected to be less precise than the results based on300

single samples, but more robust, as the model can consider more possible scenarios by301

randomizing erosion rates, the position of the current ice surface, or uplift.302
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The NUNAIT calculator requires an input of cosmogenic data as apparent exposure303

ages with no surface erosion rate considered. The models fitting the data are also304

expressed as apparent exposure ages in the output. The use of input/output in this305

intuitive format has some advantages and disadvantages.306

The user needs to calculate apparent exposure ages using a local or online exposure307

age calculator (e.g. Balco et al. 2008, Marrero et al. 2016, Martin et al. 2017), allowing308

the user to consider any calculator, production rate reference, and scaling factor. This309

simplifies the use of the NUNAIT calculator, as the information about the production of310

cosmogenic isotopes (production rate, shielding, and self-shielding factors, radiogenic311

produced concentrations, etc.) is implicitly included in the input data.312

Although the user does not need to deal with production rates, the NUNAIT model313

works internally with scaled concentrations and constant production rates. Equation314

1 assumes that the average production rate for the apparent (minimum) age equates315

to the constant production rate. This introduces differences with the time-dependent316

production models typically considered for the calculation of surface production rates.317

According to Balco et al. (2008, Figs 3 and 4), these differences should not exceed a 10%318

of apparent exposure ages for most altitudes in polar regions. However, this uncertainty319

should be represented in the input data by the external uncertainty of the apparent320

exposure ages.321

As the model is fitted using external uncertainty of the apparent exposure ages322

(equation 4), the fittings provided by the NUNAIT calculator are more sensitive to the323

spatial distribution of cosmogenic concentrations than to the ratios between different324

isotopes (e.g. section 3.2), in contrast with the methods described by Stroeven et al. (325

2002), Li et al. (2008), and Knudsen et al. (2015). This effect is intentional and seeks to326

reflect the uncertainties of the cosmogenic surface production rate ratios realistically (e.g.327

Goethals et al. 2009, Balco and Shuster 2009, Phillips et al. 2016).328

As the default input does not include any information on the muon contributions,329

these values need to be estimated as shown in section 2.3. This approximation introduces330

an uncertainty of a similar magnitude as the one derived from the scaling scheme. The331

simplification of the muon cross-sections described in section 2.4 introduces an additional332

uncertainty of 5% in the muon production rates under the ice sheet. The uncertainty of333

the muon produced cosmonuclides should also include the scatter of the global data334

available for the calibration of muon production under the surface, which is ∼5% and335

∼14% for 10Be and 26Al respectively according to Balco (2017, Table 1). The NUNAIT336

calculator incorporates these uncertainties by considering a 20% uncertainty for all337

muon-produced concentrations.338

According to the data summarized in Balco (2017), the best predictions on the muon339

produced 26Al/10Be ratios fit the empirical data within ∼20% uncertainty (Fig. 7). For340

other isotope pairs, the existing empirical data about their production rate ratios at depth341

is more scarce (e.g Fernandez-Mosquera et al. 2010). Therefore, we should assign an342

uncertainty greater than 20% to our modeled concentration ratios at great depths. As the343

NUNAIT model considers a 20% uncertainty for all muon produced concentrations, it344

assumes a 28% uncertainty (
√

202 + 202) for any synthetic concentration ratio under the345

ice-sheet, which is probably an overestimation of the 26Al/10Be uncertainties. However,346

similar to the surface predictions, this overestimation of the uncertainty makes the model347

less sensitive to the ratios between isotopes, and therefore relatively more sensitive to348

the spatial distribution of the data.349
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Figure 7. Subsurface 26Al/10Be ratios. A. Plot of 26Al/10Be concentration ratios shown in Balco
(2017) (coloured circles with error bars) and cross sections predicted by P_mu_total_alpha1.m

(black lines), also from Balco (2017). All concentration ratios (measured) scaled to their predicted
ratios (B) are plotted as a camel-plot with 68% of its area at ∼ 100± 20% (C).

The NUNAIT model considers a constant ice density for the ice column covering the350

samples during glaciations. This value can be adjusted by the user, and the effect of its351

uncertainty is not expected to exceed the 20% uncertainty considered for muon-produced352

concentrations.353

When uplift is considered in the model, it is assumed to be a constant rate. Isostatic354

rebound is not emulated by the NUNAIT model. This should not greatly affect the355

distribution of glaciated and ice-free elevations through time, as the isostatic rebounds356

are expected to be coupled with the changes in the elevations of the ice surface. However,357

a constant fast uplift could result in surfaces accumulating cosmogenic nuclides at slower358

rates in the past due to the reduced production at lower elevations. This effect is not359

yet considered by the NUNAIT model. Therefore, this model could overestimate the360

concentration of stable isotopes in highly uplifted areas that have not been glaciated in361

the past.362

During ice-free periods, the NUNAIT model considers a homogeneous weathering363

rate along with the elevation profile. This could not be very realistic for areas with364

intense periglacial processes that produce increased erosion rates in local areas (e.g. rock365

falls). When fitting the model to data from areas with evident periglacial processes, the366

minimum fitting type should be selected (fit type 1 described in section 2.7).367

Marrero et al. (2018) described a systematic difference between bedrock and boulder368

samples, with boulder samples yielding systematically lower erosion rates. By default,369

the NUNAIT model considers a homogeneous erosion rate under the ice. Therefore,370

when fitting data from erratic boulders that could have been preserved during glacial371

periods, and hence maintaining a higher surface cosmonuclide concentration than the372

bedrock, the maximum fitting type should be selected (fit type 2 described in section373

2.7).374
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The examples in section 3 show that the NUNAIT calculator yields results that375

go beyond the typical observations deduced from surface exposure dating, like glacial376

erosion rates and uplift rates. Therefore, the NUNAIT calculator is presented as an easy-377

to-use tool that will help glaciologists to interpret cosmogenic data from nunataks, where378

exposure histories are usually complex. Moreover, the methods described in section 2379

can be used to develop new cosmogenic-based tools with intuitive and simplified inputs380

and outputs.381

Supplementary material382

All scripts discussed in section 2 and the data discussed in section 3 are freely383

accessible at https://github.com/angelrodes/NUNAIT.384
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